The
archaeology
and landscape
history of west
Cornwall’s
heaths, downs
and moors: two
new studies

These two new volumes report on
recent research on the
archaeology, historic landscapes
and historic uses of west
Cornwall’s rough ground, and on
how these areas and the heritage
treasures they hold can be cared
for in the long term.
Published by Cornwall Council
with financial support from
English Heritage.

Price per volume
(inc UK postage):
(Price without postage: £25.00)

£29.00

Discounted price for both reports
ordered together
(inc UK postage) :
£50.25
(Price without postage: £45.00)

Goon, hal, cliff and croft: the archaeology and landscape history of west Cornwall’s rough ground
PETER DUDLEY, with Peter Herring, Graeme Kirkham, Oliver Padel, D E Robinson and Vanessa Straker
200 pages, more than 150 photographs and maps, most in full colour. ISBN 978-1-903798-72-0.
The downs, moors, heaths and coastal cliffs (the ‘rough ground’) of West Cornwall are well known for spectacular
scenery and wildlife but also for the wealth of major prehistoric monuments and iconic features such as engine houses to
be found there. Less well understood are the human origins of these landscapes and their use from early prehistory into
the twentieth century as key elements in agricultural and subsistence systems, places of belief and ritual, vital sources of
fuel and building materials and as the location of a range of industrial activities and communications and military sites.
Goon, hal, cliff and croft is the first comprehensive investigation of the human activities which have shaped west
Cornwall’s rough ground, and of the archaeological and other traces these activities have left. The volume includes
substantial new material on:
• Archaeological research on rough ground • Human activity, from prehistory to the present • Archaeological features
and historic landscapes, from quoits and field systems to quarries and miners’ smallholdings • Historic land uses –
grazing, turf cutting, harvesting furze and bracken • Case studies for St Agnes, Ruan Major and Zennor • Environmental
evidence for past vegetation and land-use • Place-names, documentary evidence and folklore of rough ground

Managing the historic environment on west Cornwall’s rough ground
GRAEME KIRKHAM, with Peter Herring, Vanessa Straker and David Earle Robinson
160 pages, more than 130 photographs and maps, most in full colour. ISBN: 978-1-903798-74-4
West Cornwall’s rough ground was created by human activity, from the original clearance of woodland through
thousands of years of use as part of agricultural systems and to provide resources such as fuel, stone and mineral wealth.
Over the past century and more these uses have declined and the landscapes they created have become neglected. The
internationally significant wealth of archaeological and historic features and the unique historic landscapes they inhabit
are now at risk. The volume is therefore of interest to all who care for – and care about – west Cornwall’s rough ground.
Managing the historic environment on west Cornwall’s rough ground presents a wide-ranging and up-to-date
overview of management issues and approaches to maintaining and enhancing the rough ground historic environment.
• The historic environment resource on rough ground • Characterising rough ground landscapes • Forces for change
• Approaches to positive management • Interpretation • Access • Management principles for a wide range of monument
types and historic landscape features • Management plans • Working with communities and volunteers • Future work
Both volumes are published by Cornwall Council in April 2011 with financial support from English Heritage.
Please
supply
(prices
include
postage):

copy/ies of Goon, hal, cliff and croft @ £29.00 (UK) / £32.50 (Europe)
copy/ies of Managing the historic environment @ £29 (UK) / £31.00 (Europe)
set(s) of both volumes @ £50.25 (UK) / £57.00 (Europe)
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